Gradient direction models for corners of prescribed acuteness, leg length, and leg thickness are constructed by generating fields of unit vectors emanating from leg pixels that point normal to the edges. A novel FFT-based algorithm that quickly matches models of corners at all possible positions and orientations in the image to fields of gradient directions for image pixels is described. The signal strength of a corner is discussed in terms of the number of pixels along the edges of a corner in an image, while noise is characterized by the coherence of gradient directions along those edges. The detection-false alarm rate behavior of our corner detector is evaluated empirically by manually constructing maps of corner locations in typical overhead images, and then generating different ROC curves for matches to models of corners with different leg lengths and thicknesses. We then demonstrate how corners found with our detector can be used to quickly and automatically find families of polygons of arbitrary position, size and orientation in overhead images.
INTRODUCTION
Corners in image scenes represent an important class of salient points. They are used in problems that involve (1) extracting polygons associated with man-made objects (such as buildings) from overhead images [8, 9] , (2) establishing correspondences between points in overlapping images for image registration [22, 21] , stereovision, or sensor calibration [19, 23] , (3) detecting and tracking motion in video sequences [4, 20] , etc.
There are two major approaches to corner detection. In the first approach, edge curves are extracted directly from the image, or the image is segmented and region borders are treated as boundaries. Corners are then detected as curve or boundary points at which a significant change in boundary direction or curvature occurs [6, 7, 16] . This approach is invariant to corner acuteness and orientation, but in practice, it must be limited to images whose scene content contains mostly well-defined boundaries. Images are more likely to have this property when the acquisition conditions are tightly controlled (as in a laboratory, manufacturing, or industrial setting).
In the second approach, corners are detected by analyzing pixel neighborhoods. Algorithms of this type are not necessarily invariant to corner acuteness and orientation. However, because it does not rely on edge detection or image segmentation, this second approach is more robust than the first. It at least has the potential to handle more difficult images with scene content characterized by poorly defined boundaries, background clutter, and contrast variations. Images are more likely to have these properties when the acquisition conditions cannot be tightly controlled (as for overhead images of areas on the ground). Many methods operate over small pixel neighborhoods and are based on pixel contrast [15] , gradient magnitude and direction [5, 10, 24] or Gaussian curvature [4] . Because these methods are so noise sensitive, the images are sometimes first smoothed, and this unfortunately reduces precision in the locations of detected corners. Techniques that use features derived from various wavelet or Gabor function transforms of the image attempt to detect pixel neighborhoods whose spatial and spectral features are consistent with corners [2, 13] . Small morphological structuring elements have also been applied to gray-scale images for corner detection [11, 17] . Corner locations tend to be more accurate for corners produced by the later methods because they do not require the image to first be smoothed. However, the basic difficulty with all of the methods is that since they are all sensitive to image noise, scene clutter and contrast variations, they can all potentially produce large numbers of false alarms and miss many corners.
Like other methods based on the second approach to corner detection, our method uses pixel gradient information and can be characterized as a model (or template) matching technique. However, our method should be less sensitive to noise and clutter than other methods because (1) the corner model does not depend on gradient magnitude, (2) legs in the corner model do not have to be excessively short, and (3) only pixels close to legs in the model contribute to corner matches, so background clutter is implicitly excluded. Specifically, we construct gradient direction models for corners by specifying corner acuteness, leg length, and leg thickness. The direction of the vector normal to the leg is then assigned to each leg pixel (see Section 2) . As discussed in Section 3, our Gradient Direction Matching (GDM) method compares gradient direction models for corners to fields of pixel gradient directions using an interesting measure of similarity [14] . Although our GDM-based corner detector is not invariant to corner orientation or acuteness (and in fact uses a model for each orientation and acuteness), it is still computationally efficient because the GDM matching measure can be quickly evaluated with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In Section 4, methods for dealing with ambiguous corner matches and coincident corners are developed.
In this paper, the signal strength associated with a corner match is discussed in the context of the lengths of its legs in the image. The noise associated with a corner match is discussed in the context of coherence in gradient direction for pixels along its legs in the image. We model corners as pairs of line segments (legs) emanating from a common vertex (see Section 2) . Matches in the image to models of corners with short thin legs tend to have lower SNR's than matches to models of corners with longer more thick legs. By varying leg length and thickness, we are able to study the impact of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on corner detection performance. In Section 5, corner detection performance is assessed by generating receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of detection vs. false alarm probability for matches to models of corners of fixed acuteness but with various leg lengths and thicknesses. ROC curves are generated by comparing manually chosen corners (truth) to corners automatically extracted from two overhead images (one urban, one more rural) as unambiguous matches to the corner model (detections). We then demonstrate how the automatically detected corners can be used to quickly and automatically find families of polygons of arbitrary position, size and orientation in overhead images. Fig.1 depicts the model of a corner at a particular orientation as a pixel raster. In the model, the corner acuteness is α ∈ (0,π) (in practice, a more constrained range such as α ∈ [π/8,7π/8] is used). Each leg has a length of L > 0 pixels (in practice, L ≥ say 3 pixels), and a thickness of T ≥ 1 pixels. The column and row coordinates for pixels in the raster range from −L to L (the raster has width w = 2L + 1), and for convenience, the vertex column and row coordinates are (c,r) = (0,0). Our immediate goal is to assign weights b(c,r) and gradient direction angles β(c,r) to each of the w 2 pixels.
GRADIENT DIRECTION MODELS FOR CORNERS
As shown in Fig.1 , let θ be the orientation of the corner model. Since corners in an image can occur at any orientation, each of N rotated corner models must be generated and matched separately to the image. It has been demonstrated empirically that it is sufficient to choose N close to πL (half the circumference of a circle with a radius of L pixels). By choosing the number of model orientations to be the multiple of 8 closest to πL, i.e.,
the number of corner models whose legs occur at orientations of kπ/4, k = 0…7 is maximized (these are the legs that map most cleanly to the pixel grid). Note that because our detector is not invariant to corner orientation, the number of corner model orientations to match, and thus the computational complexity of corner detection, increase linearly with leg length. Also, since our method is not invariant to corner acuteness, multiple models are needed for multiple corner acutenesses, although in practice, each model can be used for a range of acutenesses. The orientations of the corner models are (2)
and the legs themselves have orientations of
Suppose leg L of a corner is a line segment of length L emanating from the origin at an angle φ. The endpoints of L are (0,0) and
The point on the line containing L closest to (c,r) is
where
The distance from the center of pixel (c,r) to L is
With this background, the orientations of corner model pixels are assigned as
Let P be the set of all corner model pixels assigned nonzero weights. This set is populated as follows:
(c,r) ∈ P if (c,r) ∈ leg 0 or leg 1, but not both Then, ∀ (c,r)∈ P, the weights of the corner model pixels decrease linearly from 1 to 0 as the distance to the nearest leg increases from 0 to T, and remain at 0 beyond T:
By convention, the GDM algorithm requires these weights to be normalized so that they sum to one:
GRADIENT DIRECTION MATCHING
In an image u, gradient estimates of the form
have been used to estimate pixel gradient directions [3] , where A(c,r) ≥ 0 represents gradient magnitude, θ (c,r) ∈ [−π,π] represents gradient direction, and R(c,r | ρ) is the neighborhood containing all pixels that intersect a disk of radius ρ centered on (c,r). Larger ρ values promote greater noise suppression whereas larger k values promote less smoothing.
The fine (as opposed to coarse) gradient estimates produced by the Sobel estimator ((ρ, k) = (1,2)) are suitable for corner detection ( [18] ). The factor is used to mask out gradient direction estimates for low-contrast pixels (which tend to be noisy) while weighting gradient directions associated with all unmasked pixels equally. Following [14] , the Gradient Direction Matching (GDM) measure between an image u and a gradient direction model for a corner at orientation θ n is given by
Note that S n (∆ c ,∆ r ) = 1 for full correlation, −1 for full anti-correlation, and close to 0 for correlation of a structured model to a random gradient direction field. Full correlation means that the model and pixel gradient directions are the same or opposite everywhere. Full anti-correlation means they are orthogonal everywhere. Equation (16) can be efficiently evaluated using the FFT. If u has W columns and H rows (W, H ≥ w, where w = 2L + 1 is the width of the square raster for the corner model), it can be shown that 
CORNER AMBIGUITY AND COINCIDENCE
Corners correspond to special local maxima in the GDM surface
The detection rule for corners requires the model match to exceed some critical value S crit > 0.5 and to be an unambiguous local maximum within a neighborhood of radius ∆ (the disambiguation distance): 
S(c′, r′ )
In our studies, we use a disambiguation distance of ∆ = 4 pixels. An efficient algorithm for match disambiguation by proximity is described in [14] . An image (courtesy of CASIL, [1] ) and its GDM surface with respect to a corner model for which [ It is possible for corners with the same acuteness but different orientations to occur at the same location. Such corners are said to be coincident. Coincident corners can be detected by examining the sequence of S values in the state vector for an unambiguous corner match. In particular, a set of m ≥ 1 coincident corners
can be generated from the unambiguous corner match v by seeking local maxima in its sequence of S values. It is reasonable to designate the maximum number of allowable coincidences (local maxima) to be
in which case, the minimum allowable separation between successive local maxima is (24)
The local maxima in {S 0 . . . S N−1 } can be found using a simple 3-step process: ( 
CORNER DETECTION PERFORMANCE
Matches in the image to models of corners with short thin legs tend to have lower SNR's than matches to models of corners with longer more thick legs. In this Section, we empirically study the impact of SNR on corner detection performance by varying the leg length and leg thickness parameters L and T for right angle corner models (α = π/2).
Images of size 1024 x 1024 for an agricultural area and an urban area are shown in Fig.3 (courtesy of CASIL [1] ). Examples of right angle corner detections are shown overlaid as colored dots. Red dots represent manually chosen corners (the "truth" baseline). Cyan dots represent corners automatically extracted with our algorithm using a corner model with parameters (L,T) = (6,2) and S crit = 0.75 in equation (20) . Orange dots represent overlapping red and cyan dots. Detected corners (cyan dots) are considered to be overlapping with true corners (red dots) if the distance between them does not exceed ε = 1.5∆ = 6 pixels (the detection distance). For a given choice of L and T in the corner model, a ROC curve of detection vs. false alarm probability for corner matches can be constructed by allowing S crit to vary in equation (20) . As S crit decreases, the detection and false alarm probabilities can both be expected to increase. Coincident corners and corner orientations are not factored into our ROC curves.
For each image in Fig.3 , ROC curves corresponding to various choices of L and T in the corner model are shown in Fig.4-5 . In each case, the worst performance was realized by using L = 3 and T = 1 (the model corresponding to the lowest SNR detections). For L = 3, detection performance was much better for T = 2 than for T = 1. For L ≥ 6, corner detection performance was comparable for T = 1 and T = 2. Detection performance did not improve, and in fact began to suffer, as T was increased beyond 2. This is to be expected because the background is more effectively excluded when a smaller value for T is used.
Detection performance also increased as L was raised from 3 to 6, but then steadily decreased as L was increased beyond 6. In each case, the best performance was realized by using a corner model for which L = 6 and T = 2, although, comparable performance was realized by using L = 6 or 9 and T = 1 or 2. Evidently, SNR is influenced not only by leg lengths and thicknesses in the corner model, but also independently by typical leg lengths for corners actually present in the image. In particular, one can expect the signal level to increase for matches to corner models as L increases towards the typical leg length for corners actually present in the image. As L increases beyond that point, one can expect the signal level to decrease for matches to corner models.
The ROC curves in Fig.4 -5 suggest that even with our corner detector, it is very difficult to achieve a high probability of corner detection (say beyond 0.8) without introducing a large population of false alarms. One might thus be compelled to ask whether or not corner detection performance can be improved by combining matches to corner models with different leg lengths. A composite surface of matches can be formed by using a composition rule that combines surfaces of matches corresponding to models with various leg lengths such that at each pixel, the largest S value is used. Of course, the model that gives rise to the best match can vary from pixel to pixel. Unfortunately, for the images in Fig.3 , we found that when this composition rule was used to combine match surfaces for T = 2 and L = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, corner detection performance did not improve beyond what was observed for (L,T ) = (6,2). Evidently, this particular composition rule promotes detections and false alarms simultaneously. Nevertheless, it may be possible to devise composition rules that tend to promote detections and demote false alarms (a topic for future research). Let us conclude this Section by demonstrating how corners detected using a gradient direction matching approach can be used to quickly and automatically find families of polygons of arbitrary position, size and orientation in overhead images. Fig.6 shows rectangle and T-shaped polygons extracted from the urban area overhead image in Fig.3(b) . Both sets of polygons were extracted from the same field of 2048 corner detections based on matches to a gradient direction corner model with parameters (L, T, α ) = (6, 2, π/2). The rectangle matches were constrained to have side lengths from 30 to 200 pixels. The T-shaped polygon matches were constrained to have side lengths from 5 to 200 pixels. The matcher uses polygon models that assign specific values of acuteness to each corner in a fixed-length sequence along the boundary. Absolute and relative lengths of sides can either be constrained or left unconstrained by the model. Both complete and partial matches are quickly found by using the model as a guide in linking corners previously extracted from images [12] . Notice that all of the T-shaped polygon matches were coincident with rectangle matches. There were (Fig.3(b) ).
more rectangle matches because T-shaped polygons are more specific. Although polygon extraction performance can be expected to improve with corner detection performance, these examples clearly demonstrate that many if not most of the polygons can be extracted even when some corners are missed and many false corners are detected.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A new practical method for detecting corners of designated acuteness in images has been developed. Our method analyzes pixel neighborhoods, and can be characterized as a model (or template) matching technique. Because it is not based on analysis of curves, it does not rely on image segmentation or detection of edges, curves or lines. Gradient direction models for corners of prescribed acuteness, leg length, and leg thickness are constructed by generating fields of unit vectors emanating from leg pixels that point normal to the edges. An FFT-based algorithm is then used to quickly match models of corners at all possible positions and orientations in the image to fields of gradient directions for image pixels. Our method has several properties that enable it to handle noise and clutter in images:
(1) Our corner model does not depend on gradient magnitude. (2) Legs in the corner model do not have to be excessively short. (3) Only pixels close to legs in the model contribute to corner matches, so background clutter is implicitly excluded.
The signal strength associated with a corner match was discussed in the context of the lengths of its legs in the image. The noise associated with a corner match was discussed in the context of coherence in gradient direction for pixels along its legs in the image. Matches in the image to models of corners with short thin legs tend to have lower SNR's than matches to models of corners with longer more thick legs. By varying leg length and thickness, we studied the impact of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on corner detection performance. Not surprisingly, we found that detection performance tends to improve with SNR. However, we discovered that SNR is strongly influenced by two independent factors:
(1) lengths of legs in the corner model (2) typical leg lengths for corners actually present in the image Starting with short legs of length L in the corner model, we found that corner detection performance improves steadily as L increases (due to an increase in the SNR), but only up to a point. As L increases beyond typical leg lengths for corners actually present in the image, the SNR begins to decrease again, and detection performance grows steadily worse. For the images in our study, the optimal choice for leg lengths in the corner model was close to L = 6 pixels.
We also discovered that even with our corner detector, it is very difficult to achieve a high probability of corner detection without introducing a large population of false alarms. It might be possible to combine match surfaces for corner models with different leg lengths into a single composite match surface that takes into account contributions from corners at different spatial resolutions in order to provide better corner detection performance. The problem of devising composition rules that amplify detections and attenuate false alarms is an important topic for future research because any applications that rely on corners will benefit from improved corner detection capabilities. For example, one can expect polygon extraction performance to improve when better corners are supplied as input. Nevertheless, it will still be important to use corner-based polygon extractors that can cope with missing corners and large numbers of false alarms.
